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Now in full-color, the thoroughly revised 3rd edition of Illustrated Anatomy of the Head and Neck

presents comprehensive coverage of all the information needed in the study of head and neck

anatomy. It presents an understanding of anatomical parts and focal points for injection sites that

are essential in the practice for dental professionals. Special emphasis is placed on such topics as

anatomy of the temporomandibular joint, the spread of dental infection, and the anatomical basis of

local anesthesia for pain control. Also includes flashcards for students who want to test their

knowledge of basic anatomy and a new Evolve website offers a variety of study materials.Each

chapter features clinical photographs and high-quality line art.High-quality illustrations, now in full

color, clarify essential concepts.Labeling exercises appear in each chapter to help students identify

the different structures and test their knowledge of anatomy.Each chapter features multiple-choice

review questions that can be used by the instructor for testing or by the student for self-study.Each

chapter topic is relevant to the present needs of the dental professional and builds on former topics

to make it easier for students to move through the text and successfully comprehend the

information.Tables throughout the book present and compare similar information to make it more

meaningful for students to recognize similarities and differences among related topics.A chapter

outline at the beginning of each chapter provides a quick view of the chapter's contents.Learning

objectives outlined at the beginning of each chapter clearly identify the information students are

expected to absorb from studying the chapter.A bibliography list at the back of the text provides a

succinct overview of additional reference resources.Key terms and anatomical structure terms

clearly highlight important terms in each chapter and provide easy access to pronunciation and

definitions to make it easier for students to check their understanding as they are reading.A glossary

at the back of the book provides the meaning of important dental terminology conveniently located

in one place.Full-color design and illustrations improves the effectiveness of drawings that appear

throughout the book.Evolve website offers helpful features for students and faculty (see ancillary

section for full description).Additional imbedded 64 flashcards provide an excellent study tool for

students who want to test their knowledge of head and neck anatomy.
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This unique publication ... is an accurate and easily readable anatomy text for all health

practitioners.Â Journal of Craniomandibular PracticeStudents of anatomy should welcome a

presentation different from the traditional.Â American Journal of Orthodontics

Margaret J. Fehrenbach, RDH, MS, Dental Hygienist, Educational Consultant, and Oral Biologist,

Private Practice, Seattle WA; Adjunct Faculty, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI; and Susan W.

Herring, PhD, Anatomist and Researcher, Professor of Orthodontics, School of Dentistry, Adjunct

Professor of Biological Structure, School of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA

This was well worth buying. After being out of school for 30+ years I needed to get this book for a

refresher. My original H/N book got ruined during several moves and I always wanted another one.

The chapter on anesthetic was very helpful as an added bonus. You never realize how much you

forget until you start reading the curriculum from your major. I didn't need the most current edition so

the price was perfect for me.

I was hoping this book would suit other head and neck specialists eg ENT Trainees. Unfortunately

it's a little light on areas other than the mouth with a heavy focus on dental areas. I know the blurb

on the jacket says this suits dental people but I was hoping for more detail throughout the head and

neck - otherwise they should have called this book "Anatomy of the Head and Neck for dentists".If

you're a dentist, oral hygeinist or therapist, or dental student you'll find this book very useful. For

everyone else, don't bother.



I received the book on time. The packaging was average. The book had slightly bent corners, but

the flash cards came with the book!

I orders this book rather than buying from the school store saved lots of money and got a great

product that helped me through school

This book is very good! Their are so many diagrams and great information. It is very easy to follow

along with to learn the material.

book was new just as it said in review... great price and arrived in about a week!

I needed this book for a dental hygiene class that I took. It was helpful for that class, but I did not

keep it due to not needing to refer back to it.

This book is perfect for head and neck anatomy courses and for the National Boards Part I. The

pictures are very clear, the complex anatomy is laid out methodically and logically. I've used other

general anatomy books, but they fall short when it comes to head and neck. This book does not,

and even includes clinical pearls for the future and current dental professional.
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